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Before your install the Insight Works’ Add-on 
IMPORTANT – PLEASE READ 

Add-ons from Insight Works are integrated with Dynamics 365 Business Central. Some 
configuration is required. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND YOU REACH OUT TO YOUR 
MICROSOFT PARTNER OR INSIGHT WORKS FOR IMPLEMENTATION HELP. 

Call in North America: 1.866.440.7543 

Call outside of North America: +1 (780) 988-0215 

Email: support@dmsiworks.com 
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1 Before You Begin 
This document is intended as a quick user guide for getting Shop Floor Insight to work 
with Business Central. This is not a comprehensive user guide and does not cover all 
configuration or usage options.  
 
Shop Floor Insight has both a Business Central app component, as well as a separate 
installer for an on-premise component for barcode scanning. Scheduling an installation 
and training with your Microsoft Partner, or Insight Works representative is 
recommended.  
 
This document will not review all possible setup and usage options, instead providing a 
quick high-level overview of using Shop Floor Insight. Training and specialized 
documentation on specific procedures is available to take advantage of the full 
capabilities of the system. 
 
Refer to the quick start setup guide, or more specialized material, or a recorded training 
session. 
 

1.1 Architecture Overview 
Shop Floor Insight has a Business Central app for configuration, reviews, approvals, 
posting, and exporting. The barcode scanning shop floor interface has a separate 
component that is installed on-premise. This component will be installed by your Insight 
Works or your Microsoft Partner. This document will not cover details of each process. 
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The Business Central side of Shop Floor Insight looks like this: 

 
The Shop Floor interface, used for barcode scanning, requires an on-premise component 
and looks like this: 

 
 

1.2 Pre-requisites for this Quick Start User Guide 
• Shop Floor Insight has been installed and configured, both the on-premise Shop 

Floor part, as well as the Business Central app. 
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• You have registered and have a valid license file and license details. 
• You know the web address for your Shop Floor Insight interface. 
• Your account is configured with appropriate permission sets and function 

permission flags to perform the required tasks. 
• You have access to a printer to print barcodes. 
• You have a compatible barcode scanner available. 
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2 Navigating Business Central 
The Shop Floor Insight Business Central app alters three role centers and introduces a 
new role center called “Shop Floor Insight Approver”. 

2.1 Business Manager Role Center 
When using the Business Manager Role center there is a main “Shop Floor Insight” action 
menu that will contain most actions needed. Upgrades from on-premise Business Central 
or Dynamics NAV will be familiar with the structure as it mimics the ‘menu suite’ from 
earlier versions of the system. 

 

 
There are also headlines available that will detect the current state of the system and 
either help provide guidance on installation and registration, or once it’s detected that 
there is some configuration and the system is registered then it will help provide 
guidance into operational tasks. An example of a headline providing insight into an 
operational task is below. 
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The Business Manager role center would be recommending for setup and configuration 
but could also be used operationally.  

2.2 Machine Operator - Manufacturing Comprehensive 
The “Machine Operator - Manufacturing Comprehensive” role has been adjusted 
manufacturing comprehensive to add a Shop Floor Insight menu structure as well. This is 
not the same menu structure as the other role centers and is intended to be limited and 
optimized towards typical functions on the Business Central side that a machine operator 
might need (such as printing barcodes) from Shop Floor Insight. Note: a machine 
operator will typically be recording time in the optimized Shop Floor Insight barcoding 
interface.  

 

 
 

2.3 Shop Supervisor - Manufacturing Comprehensive 
The “Shop Supervisor - Manufacturing Comprehensive” role center has been altered to 
include a “Shop Floor Insight” action menu, optimized towards actions that a supervisor 
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might need to reasonably interact with. Note that there is an optimized role center 
available for roles that primary focus on reviewing and approving time. 

 

2.4 Shop Floor Insight Approver Role Center 
A new role center is introduced called “Shop Floor Insight Approver” that provides a role 
center optimized around a typical time approver role, and allow easy drill-downs into in-
progress cards, cards that have yet to be approved, and approved time ready to be 
posted.  
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3 Process Overview 
The typical process for Shop Floor time entry is depicted below. 

 
This quick start guide is ordered as close as possible to this sequence to provide 
information on approaches for capturing shop floor data, validating and approving, 
adjusting time (typically for overtime), posting time, and exporting. 
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4 Printing Barcodes  
The Shop Floor interface is primarily driven by barcodes. For this quick guide it’s 
recommended to identify the data you’d like to explore the system with and print off the 
appropriate barcodes. 

Shop Floor Insight is bundled with several sample reports with barcodes on it. These can 
be used as-is if desired, or you can contact your Insight Works reseller for advice on 
customizing reports to include Shop Floor Insight barcodes. 

Note: the barcodes in this document will not work in your system, you need to print out 
your own barcodes in your own system and scan those. Barcodes printed from another 
system will not work correctly in a different system. 

4.1 Shop Floor Employee Badges 
Shop Floor employee badge barcodes will be needed to unlock the interface. Shop Floor 
Insight is bundled with a sample report for badges that can be printed and used 
immediately. 

In Business Central, navigate to Shop Floor Employee Badges. 

 
 

Choose either a specific Shop Floor Employee, or all Shop Floor Employees. 
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Review and print the resulting report to your printer and keep this on hand for the rest 
of this quick start guide. 

 

 
 

Tip for advanced users considering customizing or duplicating reports: the sample badge 
report is numbered 23044111 “SFI Employee Badges”. 
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4.2 Non-Productive Activity Codes and Fixed Asset codes 
Activity codes representing non-productive time (not for production orders, not for jobs), 
can be easily printed by navigating to "Generate Barcode Sheets". 

 
 

Filter as necessary or run with no filters to generate and print barcodes for all available 
activities.  
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Print the resulting report to your printer and keep this on hand for the rest of this quick 
start guide. 

 

 
Tip for advanced users considering customizing or duplicating reports: the sample 
generate barcode sheet report is numbered 23044102 “SFI Generate Barcode Sheets”. 

 

4.3 Job Traveller 
Jobs and job tasks must not have special characters in their “No.” to work effectively in 
Business Central overall and Shop Floor Insight.  

Navigate to “Shop Floor Job Traveler”. 
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Filter to the appropriate Job and Job task as necessary. 

 
 

Review, and print to a printer. 
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Tip for advanced users considering customizing or duplicating reports: the sample job 
traveler sheet report is numbered 23044113 “SFI Job Traveler”. 

 

4.4 Production Order  
The Shop Floor production order barcode report can be printed individually; however it 
can also be used to replace the production order job card in manufacturing printer 
selections. 

In the Business Manager role center this report can be found by searching for “Shop 
Floor Production Order”. 
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Filter as necessary to the appropriate released production order. 

 
Review, and print to your printer. 

 
The sample production order report has two different barcodes, one for setup time, and 
another for runtime. 

More typically this report (or a customized version of it) is instead configured in the 
production order report selections. To do this, navigate to “Report Selections Production 
Order”. 

 
The default report in Business Central is “99000762”. This could be replaced with 
“23044108”. 
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Once this is done, then the production order report can be started directly from a 
released production order in the ‘Job Card’ link. 

 
Tip for advanced users considering customizing or duplicating reports: the sample 
production order report is numbered 23044108 “SFI Production Order”. 
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5 Tour of the Shop Floor Interface 
This section will overview the main areas of the Shop Floor Interface. Advanced usage, 
configuration, and process can be discussed in detailed documentation and additional 
training. 

The Shop Floor Interface runs in a web browser such as Chrome or Firefox, and typically 
on a Chromebox, Chrome sticks, or more ruggedized hardware. 

5.1 Lock Screen 
When you first access the Shop Floor Insight you’ll be presented with the lock screen.  

 
Scan your employee badge (printed in the “Printing Barcodes”) section. 

After you scan your badge you’ll be logged in and presented typically with a time card 
view. If this is the first time you’ve clocked in there will likely be no time entries. 

The defaults for the view you see, any filters applied depend on which Shop Floor Client 
Configuration record got applied. A Shop Floor Client Configuration is typically 
configured per scanning station, and sometimes for special roles. 

5.2 Time Card View 
The default view that you’re presented with is configurable, but is typically the time card 
view. 
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Different types of time will appear differently. In the above picture we see that Jobs can 
capture runtime, production orders can differentiate between setup time and runtime, 
and non-productive activity codes only capture time. 

When a time card line is not yet clocked off it can optionally be automatically colored as 
a visual indicator. 

The panels on the right-hand side will update based on the selected line in the view. 

In the below example we’ve selected a clocked-in line to a single production order, and 
the Bill of Materials, Quality Inspections, Work Instructions, Tools, and Picture have all 
been updated. 
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The Time Card view can be accessed anytime after unlocking by selected “Time Card” in 
the menu. 

 
 

5.2.1 Recording Comments 
To record a comment, select a time card line in the Time Card view. Choose “Comment” 
in the “Time Card” menu section. 

 
 

A line comment screen will start, click “Add” to start recording a new comment. 
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When ready, choose “Register”. This will make the comment available for review in 
Business Central. 

In Business Central time card line comments are made aware to a supervisor on the 
approvals screen, by having the line selected with details showing in the “Line 
Comments” panel on the right. 

 
 

In the Time Card view for an individual card, lines with comments are also bolded for 
easy identification of comments, and review in detail by choosing “Comment” under the 
“Manage” action.  
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5.3 Take/ Un-Take and Supervisor Assignment. 
From either the Job or Production dispatch views you can take or un-take items. 

When you take an item, it does not clock into it, does not change status, and does not 
start a time card line for you. Take will only categorize this item that you will work on it 
and provide visibility to others that you will work on it. 

When a line is available to take the “Take” menu 
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When you ‘Take’ an item, the dispatch grid that you’re in will move that item into your 
own group. When an item you’ve taken is selected you can “Un-take” it to un-categorize 
it from yourself. 

 
 

This information is available for review in Business Central, or pre-assignment with the 
“Supervisor Assignment” screen. In Business Central, search for “Supervisor Assignment”. 

 
Reviewing and pre-assigning items for both production order routings and jobs can be 
performed on this screen. 
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5.4 Job Dispatch View 
The Job Dispatch list will show Job Tasks that have been filtered for the appropriate 
client configuration. 

 
 

The Filter section can be used to more easily find relevant job tasks. Once a job task is 
selected, different menu options become available, including the ability to take/un-take 
as well as the ability to Clock On (if you do not have an open time card line), or Clock Off 
(if you’ve already clocked on). 
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When a line is selected, the menu options will update to indicate available actions, such 
as take/un-take, or Clock On, or Clock Off. The panels on the right-hand side will also 
update to information relevant to the selected Job Task. 

See the section on recording job time for more details on capturing Shop Floor data for 
jobs. 

 

Client Configuration specific filters can also be assigned in Business Central to restrict 
which job tasks are available to choose. 

5.5 Production Dispatch View. 
The production dispatch view will list available released routings in the system. Like the 
Job Dispatch view the filter can be used to restrict the list, and additional filtering can be 
assigned on the appropriate Shop Floor Client configuration record. 

 
Like the job dispatch list, once a line is selected, menu actions and the panels will be 
updated to reflect details for the selected line. 

More details on capturing Shop Floor data for Production Order routings are noted in a 
different section. 

5.6 Production Scheduler 
The production scheduler provides a graphical view of when production routings start 
and stop, categorized by their respective work or machine center. From this view a block 
can still be selected and clocked in/out like the other dispatch screens, as well as the side 
panels updating to reflect relevant details about the selected routing.  
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6 Capture Shop Floor Data for Production 
Orders 

6.1 Scanning Routing Barcodes 
Use the production order barcodes printed from the “Printing Barcodes” section of this 
document. 

 
Scan your badge to unlock the scanning station, and switch to your time card. 

Once in, scan the barcode for the production order routing to start. The barcode has the 
production order, the production order line no, and operation embedded in it. 

When the Client Configuration is set to have “Automatic” time entry, then scanning the 
routing barcode will automatically close the previous line, calculating time passes since it 
was started, and create a new time card line. 
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6.2 Record Intermediate and Finished Goods Output 
There are different output options available in the system for configuration, this quick 
start guide assumes typical configuration of allowing output on any operation, recorded 
to an output batch. 

“Output” in this context refers to finished goods (and intermediate goods) output, not 
time. Time is recorded on time cards. 

Choose the Output Journal batch that material output will be recorded to in the “Output 
Batch Name” section in the Client Configuration record for that scanning station. Do not 
choose the same production output batch defined on Shop Floor Setup. 

 

 
 

To record output, in the Shop Floor Insight interface select the time card line that you’re 
recording output for and click “Output” in the menu. 

The screen that shows up next may appear different depending on the item tracking 
configuration you’ve configured in Business Central. 
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Output History (unposted and posted) should appear in the ‘Output History’ screen on 
the right-hand side.  

The minimum information necessary is the output quantity, entered in the “Output” text 
box. Location and Bin are optional, and if left blank will just default to the location and 
bin that Business Central will default in. 

After entering output, choose “Register”. You will be prompted with a confirmation, 
choose “Yes”. Note: this does not post, this only records output information into the 
output journal batch configured on the appropriate Client Configuration record for that 
scanning station. 
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To review, approve, and post the output recorded in Business Central, search for “Output 
Journals”. 

 
Navigate to the same batch that you’ve configured on the Shop Floor client 
configuration. You will now be reviewing output recorded (but not yet posted) from the 
Shop Floor. The output journal is standard Business Central from this point, and not 
altered, your existing processes apply from here. 
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6.2.1 Optionally Capture Quality Inspection on Output 
There is an optional additional ability to record quality inspection information while you 
are recording output. This quick start guide will not review the advanced configuration 
options possible, but instead will give a brief overview to provide insight to the kind of 
quality capture process that can be achieved on output. 

To get started, create a quality inspection definition to be used for output. This can be an 
existing Quality Inspection definition, or it can be separate than the quality inspection 
definition that can be recorded in the main quality recording workflow. In our example, 
we’re going to capture whether a visual inspection, final color, and measured length on 
our material output. 

 
In the Shop Floor Client configuration record for the scanning station, choose the quality 
inspection definition you’ve just created in the “Output QI Definition” section in “Quality 
Capture” in the “Production Order” group. 
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Refresh your browser, select a line that you’ve clocked into, and choose ‘Output’ again. 

The output screen will change to include embedded quality inspection definitions in the 
window, shown below. 
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6.3 Record Manual Material Consumption 
Manual material consumption can be recorded in the Shop Floor interface above and 
beyond the ability of Business Central to forward and backwards flush. 

To change the batch used for consumption, navigate to the appropriate client 
configuration record for the scanning station in Business Central, and supply the 
Consumption Batch Name in “Batches” in the “Production Order” section. Do not choose 
the same production output batch defined on Shop Floor Setup. 

 

 
 

From the Shop Floor client, simply clock onto a time card line and choose 
“Consumption”. The below screen will start, listing the bill of materials, expected amount, 
and remaining amount. If the items to consume are lot or serial tracked, then those fields 
will also become available. Enter the quantity for the items to consume and leave blank 
the rows where no quantity should be entered. 
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After supplying the quantities to consume, choose “Register”. You will be asked to 
confirm, choose “Yes”. At this point the values will be recorded into the chosen 
production consumption batch. These values are not recorded. 

 
 

After the consumption window is closed, the Bill of Materials panel in the main window 
should then update the ‘Remaining’ column, after the amounts recorded. 
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To review the consumption entered from the Shop Floor, navigate to “Consumption 
Journals” in Business Central. 

 

 
 

Choose the same consumption batch chosen in the appropriate Shop Floor Client 
Configuration record. This is a standard Business Central screen where recorded 
consumption can be reviewed and posted. 
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6.4 Capturing Quality Inspection Data 
Quality Inspections can be configured to be recorded from a clocked-on time card line 
referencing a production order. Different quality inspection definitions can then be 
defined for different patterns of production order routing lines. 

There are two exceptions, where an additional extra quality inspection definition can be 
defined on a Client Configuration, one for additional values to capture on output, and 
another for additional values to capture when changing a schedule. 

Detailed guidance and training on quality inspections configuration and usage is 
available, this section is just a quick usage overview. 

 

Navigate to Shop Floor Quality Inspection Definitions. 

 
 

Create a new Quality Inspection Definition or edit an existing quality inspection 
definition to use. 
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In our “Basic Example” quality inspection definition we’re going to capture two values, 
“Weight” and “Torque”. 

 
 

 

Once a definition is available, the next step is to configure a quality inspection 
assignment. An assignment determines which quality inspection definition to use when 
deciding to create a test from the Shop Floor. Any standard Business Central field on the 
Production Order Routing Line table (5409) can be used to filter. 

When there are multiple matches, the system will just choose the first match found. 

If the assignment filter is left blank, then it will match any production order routing. 

 
 

The next step is giving permission to record quality inspections from the Shop Floor. To 
do this, navigate to “Shop Floor Function Permission”. 
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Find or create a row for the user ID that will be creating quality inspection tests. Note, 
you will also need to make sure this same User ID is defined on a Shop Floor Employee 
record. 

 
 

If “Create Quality Inspection Test” is un-checked then a person will not be able to create 
a quality inspection test on the Shop Floor. 

Setting Result in the Shop Floor 
Client 

  

  

 

 

 

Refresh the browser page in the Shop Floor, and after unlocking the screen make sure 
that the “Quality Inspections” panel view is showing. 

When the Quality Inspections view is showing, and an assignment can be found, and a 
Shop Floor Employee has appropriate function permission then the “Record” button for 
quality inspections will become enabled. Click the button, and a Quality Inspections 
Input window will be shown.  
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If an existing test for that routing is created, then it will show it, and if no test yet exists 
then a new one will be created based on the supplied assignment. 

Values can be entered immediately, and the “Test Result” column will immediately 
provide feedback if the values fall within the configured acceptable values definition. 

 
 

To review quality inspection tests recorded on the Shop Floor, in Business Central 
navigate to “Quality Inspection Test”. 
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An individual test can be opened to view all details, including the recorded values, and 
the control information (which routing line)  

 
 

To create a re-test, in Business Central choose “Create Retest” from the action list. You’ll 
be prompted to confirm the control information for the test, choose ‘Yes’. 
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Once a re-test is created, then the next time a test is loaded on the Shop Floor, it will be 
the new re-test, allowing a person to record multiple test results from the Shop Floor. 

Values from Quality Inspection tests can be analyzed or reviewed either by opening each 
Quality Inspection noted earlier, or with a few additional analysis pages. In Business 
Central, search for “Shop Floor Quality Inspection Matrix”. 

 

 
 

Filter to the tests, or control information, or specific test values that you’d like to analyze. 
Basic control information will be available as columns in the matrix view, as well as 
pivoted values, so individual custom fields will appear as columns (up to a predefined 
maximum). 
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For more detailed analysis with PowerPivot or other tools, use “Shop Floor Quality 
Inspection Test Values”. 

 
This will provide a simple list of control information as well as all values recorded. This 
“raw” list of information makes it easier to analyze and categorize in tools such as 
PowerPivot, Power BI, analysis in Excel, or other tools. 
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6.5 Recording Schedule Changes from the Shop Floor 
The production scheduler view on the Shop Floor can be either read-only, or it can 
provide the ability to change the start and end dates on the routing. All upstream and 
downstream re-scheduling that Business Central performs will continue to operate 
normally. 

To have the Drag and Drop ability, make sure that your Shop Floor Employee record is 
associated with a User ID. Once it is, navigate to Shop Floor Function Permissions, and 
either add or edit a row for your User ID. 

Setting Result in the Shop Floor Client 

 

Drag and Drop will be disabled. 

Production Scheduler becomes read-only. 

 

Drag and Drop will be enabled. 

Production Scheduler allows re-
scheduling routings. 
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After ensuring that there is ‘Edit’ access, refresh the browser, identify a routing to alter 
and drag it to either a new date/time or a new work/machine center. 

 
 

When a mouse hovers over a routing in the scheduler, additional control information 
and assignment details are available in the tooltip. 

 
 

6.5.1 Optionally Capture Quality Inspection on a Schedule change 
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Shop Floor Insight provides the ability to optionally capture additional information for 
schedule changes. To get started in Business Central create a Quality Inspection 
Definition that contains the custom fields desired to capture information. In our example 
below we’re going to ask for a Reason Code and a free text note. 

 
 

Navigate to the appropriate Shop Floor Client Configuration record, and in the 
“Production Order” group, change “Scheduler Change QI Definition” to the Quality 
Inspection Definition defined in the previous step. 

 
Refresh the browser, unlock the screen, and navigate to the Production Scheduler. After 
re-scheduling the system will prompt with the associated schedule change Quality 
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Inspection, where we see our example of capturing a reason code and free text entry 
after a drop. 
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7 Capturing Job Time 
To record time to a Business Central Job and Job Task each Shop Floor Employee needs 
to either connect to a Business Central “Resource” directly, or to a Business Central 
“Employee” which is in turn associated with a Business Central “Resource”. 

To start collecting time to a job and job task, simply unlock the Shop Floor Insight screen 
with your employee badge barcode, and then scan a job task barcode from the “Printing 
Barcodes” section in this document. The barcode will already reference the Job and Job 
Task combination. Special characters cannot be used in either the Job No. or the Job 
Task No. 

A job based time card line will look like this: 

 
 

You can also start recording time by navigating to the Job Dispatch view, finding the 
appropriate job task to start recording time to and click “Clock On”. 

 
 

With a job task time card line, or a job task-based dispatch line, the Bill of Materials and 
the Work instructions are determined based on the associated Job Planning Lines for 
that Job Task. In the below example we have job planning lines configured for a type of 
“Item” and a type of “Text”. 
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The Bill of Material side panel will show corresponding Job Planning Lines where the type 
is “Item”. 

 
 

The Work Instructions panel will show related Job Planning Lines where the type is 
“Text”. 

 
 

7.1 Record Material Consumption for Jobs. 
Material Consumption for Jobs can also be captured in Shop Floor Insight. To configure 
which batch is used, navigate to the appropriate Shop Floor Client Configuration record, 
and go to the “Job” group. Choose an appropriate Job Consumption Batch. Do not 
choose the same Job batch defined on Shop Floor Setup. 

 
After a job consumption batch is defined then refresh the browser. Clock into a job task, 
or choose an existing time card line for a job task that you’ve already clocked into. IN the 
action bar choose “Consumption”. 
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The following Job Consumption Screen will start, where the expected items that show are 
job planning lines for that job task. If the items are lot or serial tracked, then those fields 
will become enabled and available to define. Enter the quantity to consume. 

 
 

Choose “Register” when ready to send the consumption information to Business Central. 
It will ask to confirm the consumption information, choose “Yes”. This information will 
then be transferred to the configured Job Journal in Business Central. These Job Journal 
entries are not automatically posted. 
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To review and post the Job Consumption, in Business Central navigate to “Job Journal”, 
and choose the same batch that was configured in Shop Floor Client Configuration. 
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8 Closing Time Cards 
Time Cars can get closed in a few different ways: 

- When “End Shift” is chosen from the Shop Floor. 
- When a Supervisor in Business Central closes a card with “Close”. 
- Automatically on the workers next shift day, where the system will detect that 

a new card needs to be created and automatically close the previous days 
time cards. 

When a time card is closed an automatic “Preparation” step is performed on the card 
itself. The “Prepare” step can also be run manually or is also run when a card is approved. 
The “Preparation” step has a default set of behaviors defined in a default codeunit 
configure on Shop Floor Setup. These steps can be customized by using a different 
preparation codeunit. 

The default preparation codeunit will: 

- Clock off the last time card line if it’s not yet clocked off. 
- Add “filler” time, if configured to do so. 
- Automatically adjust for Shift Breaks, if configured to do so. 

To close a card from the Shop Floor, while the screen is unlocked choose “End Shift”. 

 
 

The system will ask to confirm to end a shift, choose “Yes”. 
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The system will then close the time card in Business Central and lock the screen for the 
next employee. 

 

To close a time card in Business Central, navigate to the time card, and choose “Close” 
from the action menu. 

 

 
 

Time cards will automatically close as soon as somebody scans in for their next work day, 
and the ‘hours before close’ setting from Shop Floor Setup has passed. They do not close 
on a schedule, without the interaction of a person scanning in on their next work day 
then the previous work day time cards will not close. 
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9 Approving Time Cards 
Shop Floor Insight provides an optimized approval screen for reviewing, editing, and 
approving multiple time cards at once, as well as the ability to approve cards one by one. 
For personnel roles that that have a primary use in Business Central of approving time an 
optimized Role Center is available to simplify review, access, corrections, and approvals. 

To approve a time card you must: 

- Have the “User ID” field on your Shop Floor Employee Card connected to 
your Business Central User ID. 

- Be a manager of the employee to approve time or have the “Post” flag 
configured in your Shop Floor Function Permission. 

9.1 Shop Floor Insight Approver Role Center 
This role center is not a requirement for reviewing. If a role will only be using Business 
Central to review and approve time cards, then an optional role center called “Shop Floor 
Insight Approver” is available after installing the extension. 

 
After switching to the Shop Floor Insight Approver role center, the view will have actions 
and menu items optimized for reviewing and approving time. 
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9.2 Approving Time Manually 
To approve time manually, or card by card, navigate to Shop Floor Time Cards. 

 
In the Shop Floor Time card list the ‘Approved’ column can be used to quickly identify 
which cards have not yet been approved. Open an un-approved time card. 

 
 

The actions bar will have “Prepare”, “Validate”, “Approve”, “Post”, and “Close”. The 
sequence is left to right to reflect the typical real-world process. 
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Validation is available in the card by choosing “Validate” in the action list. Warnings and 
errors will then be shown to help catch potential issues before posting. 

 
After validating the card, choose “Approve”. 

 

 

 

9.3 Optimized Approvals: Approving and reviewing many 
cards 
The Approvals worksheet is the best approach for approving time. Navigate to “Time 
Card Approval”. 
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You’ll be presented with a screen showing multiple lists.  

 

9.3.1 Filter Options 
The “Filter Options” section dictates which time cards you’ll see, you’ll typically want to 
only show managed employees. If you need to see open (in-progress), or already 
approved cards use the “Show Open Cards” and “Show Approved Cards” settings. An 
optional login date filter can also be used. 

9.3.2 Time Cards 
Cards that match the time card filters will show in the list. Cards with potential problems 
will be highlighted ‘Red’. After correcting errors, choose “Re-Validate” from the action 
list. 

9.3.3 Time Card Lines 
This section will show an editable list of time card lines for the selected time card from 
the previous section. Potential errors will be highlighted as red on the Line No., and if 
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possible then potential issues will also be color coded red in the columns. Time can be 
adjusted and corrected on this screen. 

9.3.4 Summary Panels 
The panels on the right-hand side categorize errors for the card itself, and for selected 
lines. After correcting errors, make sure to choose “Re-Validate” from the action list. 

 

9.3.5 Approval Process 
Like approving time on the time card itself, the process is to validate then approve. The 
approvals screen will automatically validate as soon as the worksheet is opened. After 
correcting errors, choose “Re-Validate” from the actions list. When ready to approve, 
simply choose “Approve” from the action list. If “Show Approved” is turned off this will 
have the effect of automatically selecting the next time card that needs to be approved. 
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10 Calculate Overtime 
This is a very high-level overview of calculating overtime. Refer to the setup guide, task-
oriented manuals, and your recorded training session (if available) from your Insight 
Works representative. Shop Floor Insight provides an “out of box” overtime calculation 
codeunit for basic overtime scenarios. Your partner or Insight Works representative may 
have created a unique payroll rules codeunit for your location. 

Shop Floor Insight follows the best practice of double-entry adjustments. 

- Adjustments will typically create two new lines for the overtime. The original 
line is left untouched.  

- A Negative adjustment line is created for the original line and the original 
paycode.  

- A Positive adjustment line is created for an adjustment line with the new 
adjustment paycode. 

 

Pre-Requisite Setup: 

- Shop Floor Setup page must be configured to the appropriate payroll rules 
codeunit. 

o The usage steps in this section assume you are using the default 
adjustment codeunit (23044122).  

o If you are also applying overtime cost to production orders, then set 
“Post Overtime Costs” to true. 

o If you want the cost to include the direct cost, then also set “Adjust 
Overhead for Labor”. 

o If you want the indirect cost % to be applied to the unit cost, then also 
se “Adjust Indirect for Labor” to be true. 

- Paycodes must be configured  
o If you are applying overtime costs to production orders, then the 

appropriate “Overtime Factor” must also be defined on each paycode.  
o Caution: If “Overtime Factor” is blank or 0, then overtime costs will be 

zeroed out if combined with “Post Overtime Costs”. 
- Payroll Rule Configuration must be defined  

o At least one must exist. 
o Typically, “Adjust Source Line Details” is turned off unless you are also 

applying overtime costs. More details are available in a guide specific 
to calculating overtime. 

o The adjustment paycode must be defined, and the overtime paycode, 
as well as the double-time paycode. If your organization does not do 
double-time then put the overtime paycode in the double-time 
paycode field. 
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o Set the “Daily Paycode Filter” and “Weekly Paycode Filter” to include 
all paycodes for time that should be considered for regular time 
calculations.  

 

- Employee Shift Patterns must be setup and defined. The ‘Expected Regular 
Hours’ for each day must be defined on each day where work is expected. 

- Shop Floor Employees must be configured to appropriate shift patterns and 
have a payroll configuration code setup. 

 

To calculate payroll adjustments, navigate to “Payroll Adjustment Worksheet”. 

 
You’ll be presented with a screen below. The screen typically starts blank, however if 
there are existing values, it will be from a previous session that was not applied. 

To calculate daily overtime, choose “Get Daily Adjustments”, to calculate weekly overtime 
use “Get Weekly Adjustments”. 
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In this example we’re using daily overtime, and the system found based on the 
configuration that 1.18 hours were worked overtime. It lists the summary of the 
suggestion in the top section, and the details of the proposed suggestion in the bottom 
section. At this point the overtime has not yet been applied to the person. 

 
 

If the suggested overtime is correct, then the suggestion Accept Adjustment. If all 
adjustments are correct, then the “Accept All” action can be chosen. It is important to 
review the suggestions that the system provide. After accepting suggestions, the 
overtime is not yet applied. 

 
 

After reviewing the suggestions are correct and accepting specific suggestions, then 
choose “Carry Out Adjustments” from the action list. 

Carrying out the suggestions will create time card lines in existing unposted time cards, 
or if the time has already been posted then it will create new open time cards. These 
cards must be reviewed, approved, and posted for the overtime to be available to export 
to payroll. 
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In our example, we’ll see an adjustment of -1.18 on regular time, and +1.18 on our 
overtime code. 

 

 
 

The time must be reviewed, approved, and posted. The bi-weekly time report is a 
printable report that helps summarize time per person, per week, per paycode. 

10.1 Reviewing Adjustments 
Navigate to the “Bi-Weekly Time” report. 

 
 

For the starting date, choose the appropriate Monday starting date. If the overtime 
adjustments were not yet approved then be careful to un-check “Only Include Approved” 
on the report filters, otherwise the typical usage is to only show approved time to avoid 
capturing in-progress time. 
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In our example, we’ve worked one day, and on that day the employee had 9.18 hours in 
total, 8 of which are regular time, and 1.18 of our adjusted overtime. 

 
 

The Employee Hours Summary also provides a way to view details. To access this, find 
“Shop Floor Employee Hours Summary”. 
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A simple matrix screen will be depicted, showing employees available on the left-hand 
side with dates across the top. Use the “Paycode Filter” section to restrict which 
paycodes you’re seeing per employee per day. 
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11 Posting Shop Floor Data 
This section is a very high-level overview of posting time and shop floor data. Shop Floor 
Insight provides options to change production order costing, and optionally apply 
overtime costs to production orders. 

Pre-Requisites: 

- To Post time you must have the “Post” function permission selected for your 
user ID. 

- You must have the appropriate Business Central permission sets to post to 
the document type that you have collected time with. For example, if you are 
collecting time for production orders, then you must have enough Business 
Central permission sets to allow posting production orders. Shop Floor 
Insight does not replace this permission setup. 

 

Ensure your user has the “Post” flag checked as a pre-requisite in Shop Floor Function 
Permissions. 

 
 

 

Navigate to “Time Cards”. 
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To post multiple cards at once, filter to the approved time cards only. Quick filters can be 
available on the left as depicted below if the Shop Floor Insight Approver role center is 
used, otherwise quickly filtering to “Approved” cards will work. Unapproved time cannot 
be posted. 

 
 

Further filters can be applied if necessary. After the time cards have been filtered, choose 
“Post” from the action list. This will attempt to post all time cards within the current filter. 
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A prompt will start asking to post the time card lines, choose “Yes”. 

 
 

If any Business Central errors occur, then posting will stop and will need to be resolved. 
Once a card is posted, it will be converted into a “Posted Time Card”. Posted time is 
available to export. 

To review a posted time card, navigate to “Posted Time Cards”. 

 
Choose the posted card for review.

 
 

The view of a posted time card will appear very similar to an unposted time cards, except 
that a posted time card is not editable. 
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Time for each document type will be posted accordingly to chosen document. Time 
entries to production orders can be viewed on the production order by navigating to 
“Capacity Ledger Entries” (a standard Business Central screen). 
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To post finished goods output, navigate to the appropriate output journal in Business 
Central, and post the journal itself.  

Output recorded in a batch from the Shop Floor does not automatically post when the 
time card is posted, and time from a time card does not automatically post when 
finished goods are recorded. This allows optimized shipping and warehousing processes 
by providing the ability to review and post material output faster than time approval and 
payroll processes. 

Like output, manual material consumption recorded on the Shop Floor must also be 
posted by navigating to the Consumption Journal in Business Central. 
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12 Export Time 
Time is typically exported to payroll systems through a CSV file. Payroll systems tend to 
not want time details, and instead tend to prefer having time rolled up per employee, 
per paycode. 

This section gives a very high-level overview of the export process. You will likely need to 
consult with an Insight Works representative or your partner to either create a 
customized payroll export codeunit or configure one of the out-of-box solutions. 

To identify which payroll export codeunit your system is using, navigate to Shop Floor 
Setup. 

 
 

On the Shop Floor Setup, the “Export Codeunit” section defines which export 
configuration will be used. The remainder of this section uses an out of box, un-
customized “23044129”, which can be used to generate basic CSV files. 

 
With “23044129” configured as the export codeunit, a special action called “Configure 
ADP Export” should be available in the action bar, select it. 

The top section defines overall ADP configuration, such as the Co Code, batch file 
format, current ADP batch sequence, and other typical CSV configuration. 

 

On a fresh install the ‘default’ configuration should be close to a typical ADP file import. 
Columns can then be defined to include total hours, paycodes, etc.… for different groups 
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of earning filters. Work with your consultant to create a configuration that matches the 
needs of your payroll system. 

 
 

After the export codeunit is configured, navigate to “Posted Time Card Lines”, only 
posted time can be exported. 

 
Choose “Export”. Posted time card lines have a special flag on each line indicating if the 
time has been exported in order to reduce the likelihood of re-exporting time that has 
already been exported. If time was exported in error and needs further corrections, then 
“Mark as Not Exported” is available as an action as well. 
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The export will process, and if there is time available to export that matches the 
configuration you’ll be prompted with “Export Finished. Did the file save properly?”. Your 
web browser should also start downloading a CSV text file if there was time to export. 

 
 

In our example, the sample CSV export file looks like this. After we’ve reviewed it for 
accuracy, we choose “Yes” in the prompt in the web browser. 

 
 

Choosing “Yes” will mark the time that was exported to avoid re-exporting the time in 
the future. If you choose “No”, the time will remain un-marked.  

At this point upload the payroll export into your payroll system. 
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This quick start user guide provides very basic initial usage information. It is 
recommended that you contact your Microsoft Partner or Insight Works representative 
for training and configuration advice to take advantage of the advanced configuration 
options in this solution. 

 

Add-ons from Insight Works are integrated with Dynamics 365 Business Central. Some 
configuration is required. WE STRONGLY RECOMMEND YOU REACH OUT TO YOUR 
MICROSOFT PARTNER OR INSIGHT WORKS FOR IMPLEMENTATION HELP. 
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